
How to join as an NLS Patron

Either return this form to us by post or email nls@bl.uk with these details  
and we will contact you directly with the NLS Patron Application Form.   

First name

Surname

Address 

Telephone     

Email    

If you are a UK taxpayer, the value of your donations can increase by 25% under  
the Gift Aid scheme – at no additional cost to you. 

  I am thinking about becoming an NLS Patron. Please contact me privately to discuss 
further.

OR I would like to make a regular annual gift as a:

  NLS Patron £1,000           NLS Silver Patron £2,500           NLS Gold Patron £5,000

Support National Life Stories as an NLS Patron

   I hereby consent that National Life Stories can store, process and retain my personal 
data in order to pursue its aims, objectives and activities and provide services.  

Date    Signature

Please let NLS know if your circumstances or name/address change so that we can  
update our records.

Postcode

National Life Stories 
The British Library 
96 Euston Road 
London NW1 2DB
T +44 (0)20 7412 7404
nls@bl.uk 
www.bl.uk/nls 
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Charity number: 327571  
Company number: 2172518 

In partnership with



Since 1987 National Life Stories  
has played a powerful role in 
capturing our national stories 
through its many oral history 
fieldwork projects recording 
thousands of hours of personal 
testimony. All National Life Stories 
recording programmes are funded 
exclusively through sponsorship, 
charitable and individual donations 
and voluntary effort. All of the 
life story recordings we collect are 
archived and made accessible at 
the British Library, but NLS does 
not receive grants from the British 
Library or from government. In order 
to continue our important work we 
invite you to take this opportunity to 
join our Patron programme.

National Life Stories’ mission is to record and preserve  
a wide range of voices through in-depth biographical  
accounts, to make them available and inspire their use.

Our NLS Patrons offer generous 
support through a personal annual 
gift commitment, initially for 3 years,  
at one of the following levels:

• NLS Patron £1,000 

• NLS Silver Patron £2,500 

• NLS Gold Patron £5,000 

Your generous support is vital to 
National Life Stories’ continued 
success as it:

•  gives us freedom and expediency 
to capture diverse voices which 
would otherwise be lost

•  allows us to broadcast our stories 
to a wider public

•  helps us secure this priceless 
resource today and into  
the future.

“�…This�was�an�entirely�different�
kind�of�talk.�The�usual�interviews�
one�does�for�newspapers�
and�magazines�are�inevitably�
compromised�by�time,�by�space,�
and�by�the�consciousness�that�
there’s�a�specific�audience�and�
particular�expectations.�With�
National�Life�Stories�there�is�no�
agenda,�you�feel�you�are�talking�
to�no�one�–�that�was�the��
interviewer’s�skill�–�but�also��
to�everyone.”

Front cover: Ikat woven silk textile, 1982 by Crafts�Lives  
interviewee Mary Restieaux. Image courtesy of Andra Nelki
Back cover: Image from ‘In their own words: Artists’ Voices  
from the Ingram Collection’ at The Lightbox, Woking 2017.  
© The Lightbox, image courtesy of Elizabeth Ransom.

Why does National Life Stories need support from our NLS Patrons?

Howard Jacobson reflects on  
his recording for Authors’�Lives.

We know that a direct and personal 
link with the work of National  
Life Stories is important to our  
NLS Patrons. 

We are delighted to offer  
a bespoke programme of 
engagement including:

•  acknowledgement as an NLS 
Patron in our annual report 
and website. NLS Gold Patrons 
will also be listed in the British 
Library’s Annual Report

•  behind the scenes discussions 
with our interviewers and  
project leaders

•  invitations to events where  
NLS recordings are featured

•  a chance to meet like-minded 
people who share an  
understanding of how these  
life story recordings can  
inspire us as a society.

Above: Joseph Rykwert interviewed by Cathy  
Courtney for Architects’�Lives © Sandra Lousada
Right: Dame Penelope Lively interviewed by Sarah O’Reilly  
for Authors’�Lives. Image: Elizabeth Hunter, British Library.
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